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Pater Conference, 1988.
New Work on Pater, the second international Pater conference, will take place at Queen's
College Oxford, July 5 - 7, 1988. Residential (£80) and non-residential (£50 and £24) places ·
are available; an application form and details is inserted in this number of PN. As may
be seen from the programme, both established and younger scholars are participating
and it is anticipated that sessions will be lively. There will also be news of the progress
of the Collected Edition already under way and papers arising from editorial problems.
The more Paterians the better; we hope to see many of you there.
NEW WORK ON PATER
July 5-7, 1988. Queen's College, Oxford
Programme
Tuesday, July 5
2:00 -- 3:45. The Diaphanous Man:
Or Anne Varty. The Crystal Man. A study of 'Diaphaneite'
Dr Hayden Ward. 'The Last Thing Waiter Wrote': Pater's 'Pascal'
4:15 - - 6. Aesthetic Criticism and Victorian Poetry
Or Lesley Higgins. Essaying Mr Pater: new perspectives on the tutor/ student
relationship between Pater and Gerard Hopkins.
Or Stephen Regan. Pater and Aesthetic Poetry
JP Ward. Pater on Wordsworth
8:00 -- 9:30. Aesthetic Criticism and Victorian Poetry continued
Or Catherine A Runcie. Pater's Sensational Ideas and Aesthetic Style.
Or Jeffrey Wallen. Reflection and Self-Reflection: Narcissistic or
Criticism ?

Aesthetic

Wednesday, 6 July
9:30 - - 11:00 Aesthetic Criticism and Victorian Poetry continued
Thais E Morgan. Swinburne's Pater: Critical Reflections on Literary History
Or Laurel Brake. The Special Art of the Modern World: Arnold vs . Pater
11 :30 -- 1 :00 The Renaissance
Wolhee Choe. Beauty in Pater's Prose: The Conclusion to The Renaissance
J B Bullen. Waiter Pater and the Historiography of the Renaissance
4:00 -- 6:00. Youth
Or Billie lnman. 'Three ViSIOns in the watches of one night' : Pater, Jowett, Mallock,
and William Money Hardinge , Sharing a Crisis in 1876
Philip Kokotailo. The Tightrope of Paradox: Youth in Marius
Or Maureen Moran. Pater's Mythic Fiction

-28:00 -- 10:00. Dr B A Richards. Pater and Architecture
Edi ting the Collected Pater. Panel
Thursday, 7 July
9:00 -- 11:00. Editing Pater
Dr lan Small. Editing Pater
Dr William Shuter. Pater's Reshuffled Text
11:30 -- 1:00. Editing Pater continued
Dr Sharon Bassett. The Houghton Mss and Pater's Classicism
J Spirit. Nineteenth - Century Reponses to Montaigne and Bruno: A Context for
Pater
Dr Gerald Monsman. Editing Pater's Gaston de Latour
2:00 -- 4:00. Pater and Literary Discourse
Dr Lee Johnson. Pater and Henry James: 'Imaged Prose'
Dr F C McGrath. Style, Voice, Intentionality: Pater Speaking Bloom Speaking Joyce

***

MLA Allied Organization Status
Some readers may remember that in the past the Pater Society has applied unsuccessfully
to the MLA to hold annual meetings as an allied organization at the annual MLA conference.
We have been advised to raise our membership/subscription numbers to over 100. At last
count we had 88 individual subscribers (excluding libraries). Could I encourage readers
to recommend PN to colleagues and postgraduate students in nineteenth-cen tury studies,
and even to think of PN as a potential gift on birthdays or a t Christmas. Subscription
forms for our useful newsheet a t modest rates are to be found on the last page .
News
Forthcoming
Karl Beckson has been commissioned by W W Norton and Co. to write a cultural history
of the 1890s in England, focusing on its literature and art. There will be some forty to
fifty illustrations and publication is envisaged in 1991 as a centennial celebration.
Mr Yuuichi Meekawa, Prof of St Paul's University, Tokyo, is about to publish hi s Waiter
Pater, and he has recently finished a new study on Simeon Solomon.
Robert and Janice O'Keefe's new book, Waiter Pater and the Gods, of Disorder published
by Ohio University Press is due to appear in February, 1988.

***
Tucson meeting
The seven editors of the projected volumes of the Collected Pater met with Billie Inman,
the General Editor, for a symposium and working weekend in Tucson, Arizona, which was
hosted by the Department of English of the University of Arizona, January 22 - 25 . This
is the first time that the editors have assembled since Billie Inman took over the post
of General Editor from Donald Hill, and since lan Small has undertaken the Marius volumes
after R Frean's untimely death. After a symposium in the department contributed by
the two editors from Britain, discussion of large and detailed editorial matters occupied
the whole of the next two days. Some of the editors, such as Gene Brzenk, Bill Shuter,
Donald Hill, and lan Small are quite advanced in their work for the project which is to
be published by the University of California Press. Editors of important unpublished
manuscripts include Sharon Bassett (the Houghton materials) and Gerald Monsman (the
Gaston chapters) but manuscripts figure in collations in several additional volumes as
well. Other editors are Hayden Ward and Laurel Brake. The Collected Edition, which
is organized chronologically, will utilise the earliest published form as copy text with the
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Portraits, which will appear intact in their first edition text. Collations will include all
manuscripts and editions within Pater's lifetime, and possibly the Library Edition. Among
matters under scrutiny were the rigorous editorial procedures recommended by the
Committee for Scholarly Editing, and the advisability of applying to them for approval
volume by volume. Discussion of these and other editorial principles and questions can
be put to the Editors' Panel at the Pater conference in July.

***
Hiroko Hagiwara reports on several Pater events in Japan, including two annual meetings
of the Japan Pater Society:
In Oct, 1986, four papers and a lecture were delivered:
Miss Yohko Takeno, "The Renaissance 'Conclusion'."
Mrs Hiroko Tamaki, "'An English Poet'"
Mr Katsuyuki Odawara, 'William Morris and WaIter Pater'
Mr Isamu Sawai, 'Fukada Kohzan: A Japanese Philosopher' [who was influenced by
Pater's work in 1910]
Professor Edward Costigan, Marius the Epicurian
In Oct., 1987 five papers were read:
Miss Y. Takeno, "Demeter and Persephone"
Mr I Sawai, 'Pater's View of the Renaissance in Italy'.
Mrs. Namiko Nakaqawa, 'Time as Conceived by Pater and Proust'
Mr Akira Tamai, 'The Interextuality of Marius the Epicurean'
Mr K Odawara on 'The "Pascal" Manuscript'
Prof. Hiroko Hagiwara, 'Edmund W Gosse and Pater'
Pr of. Sohji Isawaki (Nagoya University) lectured on The Renaissance.

***
Erratum. The author of the review of Beauty and Belief in PN 19 notes that "Kantian
epistemologs [sic]" in line 3 of the fourth paragraph should read the more usual "Kantian
epistemology" .
Book Review
(edited by Hayden Ward)
Baudelaire and the English Tradition, by Patricia Clements. Princeton:
University Press, 1985 (U.S.)/1986 (U.K.). Pp. x + 442. $33.50; £24.10.

Princeton

While the title of Patricia Clements' recent book suggests a traditional reception
study, it avoids the narrowness of the dogged and tendentious 'tracing' often associated
with that genre; while it undeniably pursues sources with an appetite, it is not mechanical.
By 'the English Tradition' in the title Clements means 'British' in the broadest sense, as
the work of an Irish writer and an American are included, and she is far more concerned
with the criticism and critics in question than with Baudelaire's work itself. The tradition
singled out here consists of late nineteenth-century aesthetes, decadents, and symbolists
(Swinburne, Pater, Wilde, Symons) and twentieth-century modernists (Sitwell and some
others, the Imagists, John Middleton Murray, and T S Eliot). There is a slight and
regrettable propensity to present the former largely of interest only as the
forerunners/anticipation of the latter. However, there is no doubt that Clements has
carefully thought about the oeuvres of each author and worked up each chapter sufficiently
to make fresh observations and a realised 'case', and to develop ideas mooted but not yet
pursued by scholars; for example, she offers a developed and coherent view of Pater's
internationalisation of Baudelaire's language and ideas as yet undetailed and unavailable.
As recently as 1983 in WaIter Pater and the French Tradition John J Conlon surmises
merely that 'Baudelaire's shadowy influence upon Pater is difficult to establish with anything
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School of Giorgione" (1877), but he is more fantome than phare in Pater's work'.
This judgement Clements augments considerably in a book thankfully lacking in
'comfortable precision'. Drawing on post - structuralist and to a more limited extent
historical criticism (a neat trick if you can do it), she has created a critical matrix in
which the admitted (and welcomed) complexity of writing and reading is accommodated,
although inevitably in such a structure of successive chapters on individual writers the
argument is still author - centred. Historicity comes and goes, as it might in such a yoking.
On some occasions Clements glides from essay to essay, author to author, identifying
the original dates involved either in the text or notes, (as on page 145 in the Wilde chapter),
but in other passages she acknowledges a dual consciousness uneasily, as in this example
from the essay on Pater and Baudelaire:
The "Preface" and the "Conclusion," then, are by no means detached
in their preoccupations, or in their reliance on Baudelaire, from
the body of the book. Pater was as actively interested in Baudelaire's
criticism in the years during which he composed the various
Renaissance essays as he was in 1868 and 1872, when he wrote
its terminal pieces. The chronology of its essays is therefore
irrelevant to my argument; all of them, including, as I shall attempt
to show, the earliest, are rooted in Pater's consciousness of his
attachment to which Swinburne had defined as an alternative
tradition supported by the French poet. Some of them are attached
to Baudelaire's criticism by clear and specific borrowings, some
by common principle and shared critical sensibility. (p. 117)
In still other instances, she is fruitfully alive to the particular historical moment
--1888-1889 for example - - when 'both his early and his late work was occupying his mind'
(pp. 101-102).
Clements' argument about Pater has two principal elements: that he was influenced
heavily and early on by Baudelaire, and that unlike Swinburne, who tended to flaunt his
indebtedness, Pater's was carefully buried and suppressed for the most part. Given this
second aspect, one which dovetails with other work on Pater's techniques of allusion and
appropriation -- in part provoked by Christopher Ricks's attack on Pater's subjectivity
but also by recent work on Pater's life, Clements' case invites thorough going
historical/materialist/cultural analysis which involves the precise time and place and
form of publication. Indeed, in the early part of her suggestive and exciting Pater chapter,
Clements shows herself thoroughly aware of the issues in question. Still, the passage
quoted essentially attempts to dehistoricise, and to treat synchronically, textually, diverse
essays which were gathered by Pater in order to create a book with an ostensible argument
signalled by the 'Preface' and 'Conclusion' structure. However, the origins and purposes
of the essays -- signed and unsigned articles and reviews in different periodicals, with
some written for book publication -- are significantly diverse. These diversities, in my
view, are entirely relevant to the author's case, rather than 'irrelevant'.
'Winckelmann' is apposite in this respect. Pater's second published essay and the
earliest of The Renaissance essays, it was written as a review in 1866 and published
anonymously in January 1867 in the Westminster Review. It remains one of Pater's more
outspoken essays, published as it was before the widespread public denunciation of his
work, although after 'Coleridge's Writings' which, appearing anonymously in the Westminster
precisely a year before, occasioned R H Hutton's acerbic remarks in 'Spirituality Without
God' in the Spectator for January 13, 1866. In 'Winckelmann', with the protection of
anonymity, Pater expresses sympathy with his subject's appreciation of male beauty and
sexuality, but he seems not to invoke or allude openly to Baudelaire. This lack of reference
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essay 'the two elements of Pater's modern art, his preference of it to the classical, his
synthesis of the particular and the ideal, and the question by which he evaluates
Winckelmann for the modern world all echo Baudelaire'. However, the echoes adduced
do not seem convincing, and Clements wisely does not push the specific allusions very
far, contenting herself with the more defensible point that the positivism of the essays
and the orientation of the book to the present (which 'Winckelmann' is slotted in by Pater
to represent) may echo Baudelaire's notion of the modern hero. Historical and materialist
analysis would sharpen the questions here, and make for a more satisfying consideration
of issues raised by Clements than the textual analysis employed.
This isolated example apart, Clements' commentary on sections of Gaston and Plato
and Platonism, 'Aucassin and Nicolette', 'Poems by William Morris'/the 'Conclusion', 'The
School of Giorgione', and 'Prosper Merimee' is not to be missed; it is consistently revelatory
and provocative, contending, for example, that Ronsard's opinions in the 'Modernity' chapter
of Gaston are silently transferred from Baudelaire so that 'Pater makes Baudelaire the
hero of his modernity'. And the wider sweep of her view of Pater's central if largely
invisible role in purveying Baudelaire's words and ideas within the tradition delineated
is incisive, absorbing, and breathtaking: 'The Renaissance, where Baudelaire's name does
not appear, is the major channel to England of his ideas on art.' Baudelaire and the French
Tradition substantiates and extends our understanding of constraints on Pater's writing
and the mosaic-like and stealthy process of adaption, absorption, appropriation already
emerging from work such as Billie Inman's on the 'Conclusion' and Walter Pater's Reading.
Laurel Brake
University College of Wales, Aberystwyth
Daniel T O'Hara. The Romance of Interpretation: Visionary Criticism from Pater to de
Man. New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1985. Pp. xii + 255. $25.00.
The 'visionary criticism' in O'Hara's subtitle is that written by critics who have adapted
Romantic conceptions of imagination to their own ends, in a continuing quest to find some
solace and certitude beyond the natural, some surrogate for the functions once performed
by religion. This is a criticism that conceives itself as creative; at the same time, because
prior visions have proven vulnerable, it must be critical in order to make its own sublime
hopes invulnerable to irony. Pater can be conceived as the midwife or father of this
aesthetic tradition, and O'Hara's first chapter is appropriately devoted to him.
The revival of interest in Pater, after its rejection by Eliot and his generation, is
exemplified in Bloom's criticism. In Eliot's conception of tradition as an almost paternal
authority, Pater is too subjective to be included. While Bloom is more sympathetic, he
faults Pater for being too weak a son of the Romantics -- for lacking the courage of a
blind revolt that would make him a father in turn. From Ricoeur's conception of fatherhood
as a relation of love, solicitude, and pity (based on the relation of father and son in
Christianity), O'Hara derives a more satisfactory model for an understanding of Pater's
relation to the literary tradition. For the Creator, Pater substituted creation, and
attempted to write an aesthetic gospel that could survive the social vicissitudes of his
time.
Tracing Pater's development, O'Hara reveals the consequences of his pursuit of the
aesthetic ideal, in which the fruits of past cultures, gathered together by the modern,
detached 'relative spirit,' provide a beautiful refuge from the outer world. But this solace
is also a confinement, if it cannot lead to new creation. The figure of the Creator can
for him appear only as the Imagination, detached from social realities. In Gaston de Latour,
the episode in which the protagonist clim bs the tower of Chartres and is then led to thoughts
of mortality seems to symbolize a return from the aesthetic ideal to the reality of man's
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natural condition. But that movement is deflected; being and meaning are once again
reduced to a question of style. Unable to father the future, Pater would 'make possible
the renewal of the literary tradition,' perhaps content to serve as its impassive mother
(pp.48-5l).
In Harold Bloom, the subject of the second chapter, we see this pattern carried a
step further. The creative artists who for Pater embodied a beauty he could not emulate
are revealed, in Bloom's vision, as having themselves experienced Pater's weakness, but
having revolted against it through demonic recourse to the will to power. Feeling
inadequate in the face of past greatness, the writer can either succumb to paralysis and
guilt ('what right have I to think I have genius?'), or lovingly discover faults in precursors,
then coming to see himself as possessor of the vision that the precursors lacked or
misrepresented. Many are familiar with Bloom's theory; Q'Hara explores its consequences.
As Q'Hara shows, elements of this pattern pervade post-Romantic literature. He
finds it in the 'paralysis' that afflicts the characters in Joyce's Dubliners and in Nietzsche's
thesis that humanity has been reduced to impotent guilt by its enslavement to the past,
a condition Nietzsche finds especially evident in Christianity. To this scheme, as applied
to literature, Bloom adds nihilism more inescapable that Nietzsche's. As Q'Hara points
out, those who know this history, and thus think they can escape it, are the very ones
condemned to repeat it. They become what they hate because their attempts to correct
the errors of prior visionaries are caught in the same pattern of revision as the one they
reject. If they themselves become conscious of this inescapable repetition, the ir only
possible alternative is to re-enact it as parody - - adding a sly wink that lets us know that
they realize their condition and see its ironic, comic side.
'How to avoid both blind (or obsessive -- compulsive) repetition and self -conscious
paralysis (to the point of bad parody) -- that is, as Nietzsche and Joyce knew, the question'
(p. 109). Q'Hara thinks that Geoffrey liartman provides a better answer than the other
critics here discussed. 'Hartman would prolong the play of signification amidst various
possible points of view ... and so interrupt, for as long as he can, the violent oscillation
between torpor and frenzy so characteristic of modern culture, and so fill the interval
thus stretched out with a purifying attention to the particulars of our world, natural and
culture' (p. 115). The critic can thereby incorporate elements of 'popular and academic
culture' in the romantic quest, while distinguishing it from the debased romances that
pervade modern SOCiety. Knowledge here serves to preserve the dream of the SUblime,
rather than to subvert it.
In the following chapter on Frye, Q'Hara provides a useful synopsis of his criticism,
arguing that he repeats the romantic quest in order to 'dominate cultural history" and
exalt his own reputation. (Despite his searing critique of Bloom's criticism, Q'Hara relies
heavily on its thesis concerning the relation of later to earlier writers.) Frye's scheme
requires not only "the symbolic exclusion of death and nature,' but of history as well,
recognition of all three being essential for balanced understanding. The concluding chapter
on de Man, shorter than the others, finds the same revolutionary pattern in his work that
has been uncovered in the preceding chapters, the main difference being that in order
to escape it, de Man is driven to nihilistic extremes.
Irving Babbitt would agree with Q'Hara's general premise: the inheritors or
Romanticism are either manic visionaries or depressed nihilists who have recognized their
visions as illusions. To these inescapable alternatives, contemporary writers and critics
have added self-awareness, irony, and complexity, recovering some insights that can be
found in Friedrich Schlegel, Pushkin, and even Byron. Qn the one hand, this pattern is
deplorable; on the other, it is inescapable, and 'oppositional critics' who reject this view
of criticism 'must practice . . . this romance of interpretation, if they want to make a
mark in American theoretical circles' -- though of course they may not recognize this
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romance of interpretation, 'the best defense' -- O'Hara's -- 'is to work through all the
coils of this dragon, even as one repeats for the last time (in one's own case at least) their
contours in a satiric critique' (pp. 185-86).
While providing valuable insights into the rhetorical strategies of current criticism,
O'Hara appears to be ambivalent about the critics he treats and the pattern they exemplify:
he both relies on them and rejects them. What follows his last repetition of the pattern?
'In this twilight time of late capitalism, the prospects that lie ahead are a steep descent
to the plains of practical criticism (once again), of historical reassessment, and, perhaps,
of political, even revolutionary action' (pp. 132, 145). In the meantime, the best critics
will apparently emulate Hartman's 'aesthetic humanism' and 'fill the interval' before the
descent or the revolution with attention to particulars. One hopes that, having exorcised
the Romantic demon of imagination, O'Hara will subject his Romantic view of history
to an equally exacting interrogation.
Wallace Martin
University of Toledo
Max Beerbohm, or The Dandy Dante: Rereading with Mirrors, by Robert Viscusi, Baltimore:
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986. pp. 267. $25.00.
In 1904, endeavoring to resuscitate the painter G. F. Watts for a new generation,
G. K. Chesterton complained, 'Mr Max Beerbohm waves a wand and a whole generation
of great men and great achievements suddenly looks mildewed and unmeaning.' 'Eighty-three
years later, many of us consign Chesterton's writings to that mildewed generation, while
Max Beerbohm, the 'magician,' continues to attract us to his dual talents of writing and
caricature. Drawn to Beerbohm's life and art, S. N. Behrman (1960) and David Cecil (1964)
have given us biographies; Rupert Hart-Davis (1964) and Karl Beckson (1974) have published
some of his letters; Cecil (1970) and Hart-Davis (1972) have collected some of his prose;
Hart-Davis (1972) and J G Riewald (1977) have produced a catalogue and a study of some
of the caricatures; and Riewald has annotated Beerbohm's rhymes and parodies (1963)
and edited a book of modern essays about his work (1974).
Other aspects of the talented writer-artist, who sprang to English attention in 1895
with his essay on cosmetics in the inaugural volumes of the Yellow Book, have also been
the subject of attention. Riewald's pioneering effort in this area, Sir Max Beerbohm,
Man and Writer (1953), examines his many facets as a writer. John Felstiner built upon
that study by elucidating the philosophical stance and the unity between what had been
considered the two separate sides of 'the Incomparable Max,' the parodist and the
caricaturist (1972). These studies have formed a solid foundation, but they do not preclude
further investigation of Beerbohm's talent, particularly of his fiction. Robert Viscusi's
elegantly written book provides another.
To understand Viscusi's approach and his achievement, it is useful to contrast his
work with that of Riewald and Felstiner. Devoting one-fourth of his book to Beerbohm's
life, Riewald concentrates on the writing. He focuses on the author as an essayist,
delineating his literary ancestry and structural form; as a fantasist, examining his fiction;
as a parodist, scrupulously detailing the techniques and comparing them with those of
Oscar Wilde and others; as a drama critic, culling from reviews what Beerbohm valued
in plays and what he disliked; as a literary critic, reviewing the writer's theory of style
and his style itself, including his use of parody, iron y, wit, hum or, syntax, and vocabulary.
The 130 - page bibliography is definitive. While Riewald is of the opinion that Beerbohm's
writing personality was already mature in the nineties, Felstiner believes that his philosophy
developed, forming a 'comic scheme.' Consequently, while tracing the 'inner frame' of
Beerbohm's art, Felstiner charts the evolution of this 'perfect stylist' from pure invention
to critical analysis and parody. In so doing, he details some ways his subject anticipates
problems with which modern writers contend: 'the agency of the artist, the integrity
of his work, its relation to a possible subject, and the active audience.'
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Against this background, Viscusi approaches Beerbohm from a radically different
perspective. Using the critical struts of Freud and Lacan, he examines the psychological
command the writer grew to exercise over his small physical size as well as over the verbal
and visual territory he avowed was small, but which Viscusi finds to be as literarily
comprehensive as his Oxford education. The study is divided into two parts. The first,
'a portrait in context,' enables the reader to see what the artist-writer saw and read.
Thus, he illuminates this diminutive man's formation in three areas: in that hothouse
that was the Victorian family, where Beerbohm was dominated by the physical stature
and public acclamation of his half-brother, the actor Beerbohm Tree; into the more
comfortable circle of his friends, where he was dominated by the master stylist, Oscar
Wilde; into Beerbohm's reading, where he felt the influence of the ancient Greeks, Dante,
as well as nineteenth-century artists and writers. As Viscusi progresses, he examines
the fiction and the parodies, establishing his theory. By showing that Beerbohm kept on
a wall of his home a convex mirror which had been in his nursery, Viscusi gains entry into
Freudian and Lacanian analysis of reading with mirrors and thereby fulfilling wishes.
By defining the dandy as one who excelled in the art of pretense, he penetrates the
self-depreciating pose Beerbohm adopted as a writer stance and exposes his large ambitions.
By rereading the fiction armed with knowledge of Beerbohm's reading, he uncovers what
he sees as the allegory in The Happy Hypocrite and the 'real nature' of Zuleika Dobson.
The second part investigates Zuleika Dobson, reconstructing its beginnings, examining
the pen and pencil manuscripts, exploring its literary patterns and form . Partially through
the implied reader, an 'artist-scholar' like the novelist, and partly through analysis of
the novel's form, Viscusi argues that Zuleika Dobson is an epic allegory patterned on
Homeric and Dantean symmetry and pattern. Moreover, he finds that Beerbohm indicts
Oxford's betrayal of its nobility through the University's implicit acceptance of mercantilism
and its sponsorship of the type of woman represented by the eponymous heroine.
Beerbohm called his novel 'a treasure for experts in fine literature,' one to be read
and reread. As the "artist-scholar" reread er, Viscusi supports this point of view by
sympathetically mapping the vast territory he believes the novel encompasses. And if
one becomes weary of the length of the exposition, there is comfort in the knowledge
that Viscusi does not have to work as hard with his subject as Chesterton had to with Watts.
The superiority of Beerbohm's lapidarian prose continues to invite and delight.
Linda Gertner Zatlin
Morehouse College

*****
Recent Publications

Compiled by Carol Thorns. and Laurel Brake; annotated by Patricia Clements
Research Guide to BiographY and Criticism . Washington D.C.: Research Publishing, 1986.
The entry on Pater, by John O. Conlon, contains a selective and evaluative bibliography
of secondary works, suitable for reference by a reader new to Pater. (LB)
Books
Bagchi, Jasodhara. Gemlike Flame: WaIter Pater and the Nineteenth Century Paradigm.
Calcutta: Seagull Books, 1988. To be reviewed in future issue of PN.

Beckson, Karl, Arthur Symons: A Life Oxford: OUP, 1987. Frequent reference to Pater.
To be reviewed in future issue of PN.
Bright, Michael. Cities Built to Music: Aesthetic Theories of the Victorian Gothic Revival.
Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1984. This book refers to Pater in passing.

-9Miller, J. Hills. The Linguistic Moment: From Wordsworth to Stevens. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1985. pp. 446. £31.70. Not seen.
North, Michael. The Final Sculpture: Public Monuments and Modern Poets. Ithaca and
London: Cornell University Press, 1985. pp. 262. This book deals extensively with Pater,
including his influence on Pound and Yeats.
Shaw, W. David. The Lucid Veil: Poetic Truth in the Victorian Age. London: Athlone,
1986. pp. 320. Not seen.
Schulze, Max F. Paradise Preserved: Recreations of Eden in Eighteenth-and
Nineteenth-Century England. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985. pp. 368.
£30. Pater is here mentioned briefly and only in passing.
ESSAYS
Block, Ed Jr., "Waiter Pater,Arthur Symon, W.B. Yeats, and the Fortunes of the Literary
Portrait," Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900 26 (4): 759-76. Block argues that as
"amalgamations and hybridizations of the character study and the essay in cultural history,
with the biography and the short story, Pater's portraits constitute a distinct species within
a recognizable kind" and that they have been ignored for too long. He sees "Prosper
Merimee" as the best example of Pater's portrait essay, and he gives a full and rewarding
analysis of it. Pater's purpose, he says, "a tentative, personal, synoptic view of the artistic
personality, conveyed dialogically through a mixture of imaginative and discursive features,"
was adopted by other writers, notably by Symons and Yeats, whose essays on Verlaine
and "The Autumn of the Body" he discusses in detail.
Choe, Wolhee, 'Walter Pater's "Romantic Morality,'" Victorian Newsletter, 72 (Fall, 1987).
12-17. Choe's interesting thesis that Pater sought to repair the culture is demonstrated
through an examination of the link in his work between ethos and aesthetics as an aspect
of his re-unifying project of growth. Taking a number of themes common to Pater and
Romantic poets, Choe shows the Romantic source of Pater 'aesthetic morality.' (LB).
Daniel, Clay. "The Religion of Culture: Arnold's Priest and Pater's Mystic," Victorian
Newsletter 72 (Fall, 1987), 9-11.
GlOSSing briefly T.S. Eliot's "Arnold and Pater", Daniel argues that Arnold's rational and
Pater's mystical substitutes for Christianity are two sides of the same coin. (LB).
Dayan, Joan. "Finding What Will Suffice: John Ashbery's A Wave, MLB 100 (5): 1045-79.
Dayan examines Ashbery's poem in relation to Wordsworth's "Resolution and Independence,"
Rimbaud's "Memoire," and Whitman's "As I Ebb'd with the Ocean of Life," each of which
"repudiates a past self, or perhaps poem" to discover that "the only true annunciation
is renunciation ... the only immortality given the poet ... that of infinite, painful recoil."
She is especially interested in the doubled image of self and in the imagery of water ("This
monologic discourse of absorption and renewal delivered next to a pool reiterates and
thus enacts the mind's refilling." Ashbery's poem is here seen as a recovery of the other
three, and Pater makes his appearance in this essay as, equally, a precursor text, The
Renaissance providing for Dayan a paradigm of the "doubling quest for what matters."
A Wave is seen here as "a revision of [Pater's] lesson in awareness, in the "Conclusion."
Dobie, Ann B. "Walter Pater's Search for 'Knowledge of the Soul of Man'," Language and
Literature 10 (1985): 95-105. Not seen.
Galperin, William H. "Anti-Romanticism, Victorianism, and the Case of Wordsworth,"
Victorian Poetry 24 (4), 357-71. Departing from the double proposition that, on the one
hand, Wordsworth is "the most representative poet of the nineteenth century and the one
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has been "marginalized for purposes of periodization," Galperin attempts a n a nalysis of
the poet's fate at the hands both of historians of Romanticism (who have displaced him
in favour of Blake and Shelley) and of historians of the Victorian period who have identified
"an alliance, unsought by earlier criticism between the Victoria ns a nd the Moderns." The
absurdity, as he sees it, of a marginalized Wordsworth leads Galperin to sharp comment
on mechanistic and over- simplified ideas of periodization. He tracks the controversey
back to Ruskin and Leslie Stephen, "orthodox Wordsworthians," to whom the poet was
"an exemplary figure and a model for contempora ry writers, " a nd to Pater and Arnold.
Pater's view of the Wordsworth as a com t empla tive is prese nted here as a n adversary
argument, and his representation of the essential Wordsworth is seen as needing too narrowly
to define the unWordsworthian. Arnold's argum ent de rives from Pater's, whi ch it extends,
and both "discredit a sensibility necessarily different from, if more prevalent tha n, the
privileged one." Galperin r eads "The Excursion" at length.
Keefe, Robert,"Literati, Language, and Darw inism ," Language and Style 19 (2), 123-137.
This quite fascinating essay examines the effects of The Descent of Man, and Selection
in Relation to Sex, 1871, on "the age of literacy." Acknowledging work by A. Dwight
Culler, Gillian Beer, and George Levine on the effects on literature of Darwin's propositions,
this essay moves to consider the attack on language itself which is r epr esent ed by "the
deconstructive program of Darwinian linguistics." The 1871 book, Keefe writes, "pulled
the ontological base out from under earlier Vic toria n conceptions of la nguage," undermining
both linguistic transcendent alism (Carlyle's is cited) a nd linguistic ma t erialism (Mill's
given here) in its assertions t hat "In origin and in essence, . . . . our voice, our language,
our words are like the plumage of the peafowl, like th e wing- flapping dance of the ostrich
••. weapons in the struggle to breed." Keefe establishes the features of the shattered
"age of literacy" in a ri chly referenced discussion ranging from John Gross's "man of
letters," to the patriarchal, protestant paleontologist Cuvi er , to observations on the
linguistic base of Victorian historiography, through Newman, De Quincey, la t e
eighteenth-century philology, Carlyle and Mill, and Max Muller, whose Compara tive
Mythology, 1856, gives a striking example of the ontological primacy of language which
Keefe sees Darwin as destroying. Pater emerges as the best example of post-Dar winia n
language, since the ontological base so thoroughly dashed by Darwin is not to be found
in him. Keefe's argument produces another statement about the modernism of Pater,
since as post-Darwinian stylist, he fathers Wilde, so heralding "the world of Freud a nd
Saussure, of Mann and Gide, of Flann ery O'Connor and Seamus Heaney - - our world."
For giving voice to the new, Keefe's Pater is "the most rewarding essayist of the 187 0's."
Monsman, Gerald, "Recent Studies in the Nineteenth Century," Studies in English Litera ture
1500-1900 26 (4), 777-813. In this "omnibus review," Monsman finds three Pater items
worthy of comment. Two are editions of Marius -- MichaeI Levey's for Penguin a nd Ia n
Small's for Oxford. He finds both suited to their audiences, their annotations a nd
introductions nicely pitched for the classroom. He prefers Small's choice of the 1892
third edition as copy text - - Levey's is the 1910 Library edition which is based, Monsm an
r emarks, on the posthumous fourth edition of 1898 -- a nd he a pproves the intertextual
emphasis of Small's introduction, with its "forgrounding of Pater's multitrack discourse ."
The critical work he notices here is F C McG rath's The Sensible Spirit: WaIter Pater and
the Modernist Paradigm, which he finds more satisfactory in conception than in execution,
since he thinks it insufficiently particular in its tracing of general positionaI affinities
-- he would have preferred identification of "verbal echoes, zeroing in on specific im ages
and their artistic function" to the vaguer notion of "cultural confluence" espoused here
by McGrath. In passing, Monsman invokes as model Perry Meisel's study of Woolf and
Pater.
Small, lan. "Annotating 'Hard' Nineteenth Century Novels," Essays in Cri ti cism 56 (4),
281-93. Small addresses two essays published in Essays in Criticism in 1982 in which
Stephen Wall and Ian Jack "lament the absence of good annotation in many editions of
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bases his ideas of good annotating practice, Small does: both attempt by annotation to
make the contemporary reader able "to read a book as its original audience read it," both
subscribing, though not explicitly, to an institutional theory of art. It is to editorial
principles derived from such a theory that Small addresses his penetrating critical questions,
one of which raises difficulties bred from the assumption that an original audience was
homogeneous. On the subject of Marius, he writes that "such a presupposition ignores
the possibility that obscurity might indeed be an authorial ploy to distinguish between
audiences." Marius, Small writes, is made from allusion and quotation, but these allusions
and quotations are problematical: "Obscuring is here an authorial device: and on occasions
such as this the modern editor has to be quite certain that his notion of an educated 'original'
a udience and his notion of an implied addressee are not making contradictory demands
upon him."
Uhlig, Claus. "Conceptual Architecture in Nineteenth-Century Writing," Comparative
Literature Studies 23 (3) 218-33. Taking as his subject the rhetoric of oppositions
characteristic of nineteenth-century expository and critical prose, Uhlig examines the
"conceptual architecture" of some nineteenth-century texts, focussing his inquiry on those
dealing with history. In these he sees the operation both of the antithetical style --he
details sets of oppositions in Carlyle, Kierkegaard, Arnold, Nietzsche and Pater --and
"a yearning for wholeness that had . . . found its expression in a highly stylized rhetoric
of opposition whose influence is still felt today." (He instances Jakobson and Levi-Strauss.)
He makes the "Winckelmann" essay central to his brief examination of Pater and sees
the position on relativism in the "Coleridge" essay as the "epistemological basis" of a
complex of intellectual opposition: Pater "joyfully turns to history," he writes, "not as
an academic discipline but as a field of exercise for the aesthetic and impressionistic
play of his many antitheses." Plato and Platonism exemplifies the antithetical structure
Uhlig is interested in. After noting that this work "envisions public life as regimented
in a military manner, Uhlig concludes with a lament for the loss in our time of "true
intellectual authority."
Wallen, Jeffrey. "On Pater's Use and Abuse of Quotation," Arnoldian 14 (1): 1-20. Not
seen.
REVIEWS

Crompton, Louis. "Victim and Crusader." Review of The Memories of John Addington
Symonds, ed. Phyllis Grosskurth. Arnoldian 14 (1): 45-8. Not seen.
Farrell, John P. Joint review of A. Dwight Culler, The Victorian Mirror of History, 1985,
and John D. Rosenberg, Carlyle and the Burden of History, 1985, in VS, 30 (3): 430-3.
The reviewer admires Culler's "frequent and meticulous inspection of the growing Victorian
terminology for organizing the historical," and his alertness to developmental changes
in his subjects' attitudes. He also gives some attention to Culler's treatment of periodicity,
governing laws, and parallels between the · autobiographical and the historical. It regrets
that the book does not address either "the persistent Victorian struggle to understand
the difference between history as logos and history as mythos", or "the whole matter of
the unsettled counterclaims of idealists and empiricists to the 'truth' of history, a conflict
addressed at some level by most of the great Victorians." Farrell admires Culler's
"resourceful scholarship and unfailing intelligence." He finds Rosenberg's book on Carlyle
"impressionistic" and "disappointingly vague and tentative about what is going on in Carlyle's
complex forging of a new historiography".
Kijinski, John L. "Victorian Views of Reality and Language," review of Representation
and Revelation: Victorian Realism from Carlyle to Yeats by John P. McGowan. Arnoldian
14 (1): 60-2. Not seen.

- 12Lenihan, Jack. Review of Nathan A. Scott's The Poetics of Belief, in Religion a nd
Literature 18 (3): 105- 6. Scott, according to this reviewer, seeks "essentially" to refute
Foucault, Derrida, Barthes and Genette, by analysis of "six writers (Coleridge, Arnold,
Pater, Santayana, Stevens and Heidegger) who provide him with a mple evidence 'of the
role that may be played by the poetic im agination in the formulation of fundamental belief'."
Quoting with approval Scott's assertion that "What is required is a throttling of our great
consuming passion to invade every nook and cranny of the world with our concepts and
categories and schemes of manipulation," Lenihan relays Scott's attack on structuralist
views of language, and concludes, by an argument whose absence is impeccable, tha t Scott
has achieved his refutation.
McCombie , Frank.

Review of Christopher Ricks, The Force of Poetry, 1984, in Notes
Ricks, "a mastercrafts man," sometimes makes his r eader the
victim of the "pyrotechnics" of his "practical criticism," which is characteristically
"concerned too exclusively with one or two features to carry general conviction" (with
Marvell's reflexive imagery, Hill's use of paranthesis). His collection is "challengingly
idiosyncra tic." McCombie finds the essay on Pater "a somewhat laborious work of
demolition , in which, as so often elsewhere in the book, Ricks does not seem to know when
he has made a point clearly enough and may now proceed to another." The best essay
is that on Empson.

& Queries 34 (1): 127 - 8.

O'Donoghue, Bernard. Review of J. Hillis Miller The Linguistic Moment, Fro m Wordsworth
to Stevens, 1985, in Review of English Studies 38 (150): 285-6 . Miller's book "attempts
to pull together his discussions of nineteenth - and twentieth -century poets, written over
the past twenty- fiv e years." O'Donoghue thinks this task "daunting" because Miller takes
his material from incompatible sources, from his two phenomenological books on the one
hand, and from his more recent and "radically opposed" deconstruction on the other. Miller
is paradoxically successful -- because "the more traditionally unified and straightforward
a poem seems, the more successful is Miller's disruptive analysis of it." O'Donoghue thinks
him best on Browning and Hardy, least good on Shelley and Yeats. "Perhaps when the
aporia is already overt in the text, the movement to a further disruption of language in
the deconstructive analysis results in a total failure of meaning, as Miller hints a t the
end of the Shelley chapter." Though the reviewer finds here signs of "the trivializing
defeatism de construction is sometimes accused of" he thinks that Miller does establish
"undeniably a common metaphysic of literary signs and survival in Romantic theory --in
Wordsworth, Hopkins, Pater, and Stevens, as well as in the deconstructionists themselves
who emerge as inheritors of the Romantic aesthetic."
Renza, Louis A. Review of Avrom Fleishman's Figures of Autobiography, 1983, in
Comparative Literature 38 (2): 172-6. This exceptionally sinewy piece views Fleish man's
attempt to revise traditional approaches to autobiography "in the light of recent
post structuralist critical theory" from its own "stricter poststructuralist position," so
that the review (which is lengthy and detailed) coils insistently around what it sees as
unm asking but masked paradoxes in Fleishman's argument. It aims to catch his book in
"its own rhetorical complicity with the 'metaphysics of presence' . . . his work sets out
to avoid." (Fleishman is here seen as claiming that the "true" "I" is recoverable only through
the linguistic figures which displace it and then as going on to "enlist these figu res to
show, after all, the self-presence of the tradition grounding the texts he discusses." Renza
does not discuss Pater, who is one of Fleishman's subjects, part of a canonical traditi on
of autobiography and autobiographical novels which also includes Dickens, Sam uel Butler,
Wilde, Gissing, Gosse, Yeats and others. He implies, incidentally, a criticism of the
canonical nature of Fleishman's selection, of its "figurative , t axonomic anato my and
progressive history. . . of "western-alias- English a uto-biographical writings." He sees
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and thinks that he uses "autobiography as a pretext for sketching out a history of modern
self-consciousness from the eighteenth to early twentieth centuries." Though he suspects
that readers will find this book useful for its work on individual writers, Renza argues
that it "uses 'autobiography' as a pretext to convert the linguistically maimed and radically
relativized modern self to a tautologocentric tradition, a hermeneutic cycle of biblical
tropes from which virtually no act of self-writing can escape."
Tennyson, G.B. Review of Nathan A. Scott, Jr., The Poetics of Belief: Studies in Coleridge,
Arnold, Pater, Santavana, Stevens and Heidegger. In Theology Today 43 (3): 448-51Not seen.
Turner, Rosa Strand. "The Muse Behind the Spires, the Turrets, and the Gingerbread."
Review of Cities Built to Music: Aesthetic Theories of the Victorian Gothic Revival by
Michael Bright. In Arnoldian 14 (1): 52-55. Not seen.
Zietlow, Paul. Review of F.C. McGrath's The Sensible Spirit: Walter Pater and the
Modernist Paradigm, 1986, in Victorian Studies 30 (4): 523-4. This review describe's
McGrath's "paradigm" of modernism, his critical procedure, and his thesis ("that Pater's
main contribution to cultural history was to create and transmit a synthesis of British
empiricism and German idealism.") It finds him good at covering the ground, but mechanical
in his analysis, and thinks that his view of cultural history is flat. "This is not a book that ·
everyone interested in its subject will want to read. Rather, it is a study that students
and scholars working on Pater's place in cultural history will be obliged to take into
account."
O'Connor, Mary E. "Parodie et histoire litteraire: Lecture de 'The Love Song of J. Alfred
Prufrock' de T.S. Eliot," Etudes Litteraires 19 (1): 125-38. O'Connor sees Eliot's poem
as parodic, in particular of the "Wildean aesthete," and it claims that Eliot establishes,
by allusion and extra-textual reference, a system, of literary texts in which he situates
his own. Pater is not specifically evoked, though Prufrock is seen as markedly without
the kind of "success" Pater describes in the "Preface." Pater's name does make a satirized
appearance in The Waste Land manuscripts, however, and this is cited here. (Incidentally,
this essay works with unpublished as well as with published Eliot materials, but like most
work on the poet is hurt by being denied permission to quote.)
BRIEF MENTION
"Books Briefly Noted" in Arnoldian 14 (1): 63. This piece devotes a paragraph to William
E. Buckler's WaIter Pater: Three Major Texts.
Goodwin, Gregory H. "Keble and Newman: Tracterian Aesthetics and the Romantic
Tradition," Victorian Studies 30 (4) 475-94,
Arguing that Keble, the poet of
theTractariaMovement, has received inadequate critical attention, Goodwin outlines the
poet's views in their relation to romanticism (Wordsworth is here dominant again) and
modernism, contending that "Keble's thinking goes beyond the Victorian age" and anticipates
Freud and Harold Bloom. Pater appears in this essay because of David DeLaura's linking
of him to Newman: here, with "the critics of the nineties," he is represented as an admirer
of Newman's bridging of the antitheses of nineteenth-century thought.
Carrier, David. "The Presentness of Painting: Adrian Stokes as Aesthetician, Critical
Inguiry, 12 (4): 753-68. This essay sees Stokes as "the natural successor to Pater and
Ruskin," but in its account of Stokes's views it gives little attention to the elders, arriving
at its conclusion only to claim that Stokes's relation to Pater and Ruskin "is more like
that of a creative writer to his precursors than of an art historian to his teachers." For
reasons Carrier calls "Harold Bloom -ian," Stokes made "surprisingly misleading claims"
about the predecessors. (Carrier gives an interesting example in Stokes's misreading of
Pater's condition of music dictum.)

-14Laird, Holly. "Arnold Among the Contentions of Criticism," Victorian Newsletter 71 (Spring
1987): 1-4. This paper, which is concerned chiefly with Arnold, sees him and Pater as
"thrust into the center" of current critical debate. Daniel O'Hara, it observes, begins
his 1985 book on contemporary theory (The Romance of Interpretation) with Pater, linking
him "with post-structuralists running counter to an Arnoldian tradition."
Jones, Stephen. "Attick Attitudes: Leighton and Aesthetic Philosophy," History Today
37 (June 1987): 31-7. In this account of Leighton's life and work, Pater is seen as influential:
his Renaissance emphasis on sensation appears in Leighton's lectures as President of the
Royal Academy after 1878. (He continued to give these biennially until 1893.)
Uhlig, Claus. "Forms of Time and Varieties of Change in Literary Texts," Comparative
Literature 37 (4): 289-300. In a discussion of "the literary text in its temporality," whi ch
presents an analysis of "the fourfold temporal structure of literary texts in their specific
present" and attempts to travel some distance in the direction suggested by Rene Wellek
in "The Fall of Literary History" (in which he asks for an updated conception of time),
Uhlig casts a wide net of textual and theoretical reference, including Pater, for a brief
luminous moment out of "Diaphaneite". The reference is not expanded, and Pater sinks
back into the dark, leaving the others to shine. The essay, notwithstanding this short
shrifting, is a stimulating piece of work.
DISSERTATIONS

Adams, James Eli, Jr., Ph.D. "The Art of Beholding: Waiter Pater and the Aesthetic
Life," Cornell University, 1987. pp. 252. (DAI July 1987, p. 129A. Order No DA 8708932.)
Robillard, Douglas Joseph, Jr., Ph.D. "The Critical and Poetical Languages of Pound and
Pater." University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1987. pp. 148. (DAI Aug. 1987. p. 388A.
Order No DA 8711864.)
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